ACROSS
1. The sharp edge at the junction of 2 surfaces
6. A country on the Iberian Peninsula
11. French for “Friend”
14. A large deciduous tree of the genus Fagus
15. Latin for “The Earth”
16. Concealed
17. Opponents
19. Function or role
20. A region of Asia Minor
21. Heart artery
23. Highly seasoned sausage
27. Every time
28. Incapable of being explained
32. Circular graduated indicators
33. Postponement
34. Which person?
37. Nature of being
38. Tartan skirts
39. A European freshwater fish
40. Perceive visually
41. A stringed instrument
42. A sedimentary rock made of clay
43. Throughout recorded experience
45. Putting surfaces in golf
48. A gentle stroke
49. Pumps blood
50. Fire a weapon
54. Obliged to answer to an authority
60. Born
61. Objectives
62. Electronic letters
63. Arranger (abbrev.)
65. Felt intense anger

DOWN
1. Fabric made of camel hair
2. The color of cherries
3. Reverend (abbrev.)
4. Frozen water
5. Prawns
6. Anagram of “Ants”
7. A beautiful and graceful girl
8. Operatic solo
9. Anger
10. By the nose
11. Title for benevolent deities (Zoroastrianism)
12. Foggy
13. Concepts
18. Humus and dirt
22. Obligate
23. The borders of an object
24. A plant that produces licorice-flavored seeds
25. Rental agreement
26. A shaft on which a wheel rotates
27. Anagram of “Baas”
29. Fool
30. A large stringed instrument
31. Communion table
34. A large cetacean mammal
35. Frames of ships
36. Complies
38. Smooch
39. Blacken
41. The age of wines
42. Disperse
43. Not him
44. Image or symbol
45. A republic in West Africa
46. Send on or direct
47. Consumer of food
50. Left by a wound
51. Cavity
52. Expel
55. Sprocket
56. American Medical Association
57. Sack
58. Untruth
59. Old age (archaic)
Solution

ARRIS SPAIN AMI
BEECH TERRA HID
ADVERSARIES USE
IONIA AORTA
SALAMI ALWAYS
INEXPPLICABLE
DIALS DELAY WHO
ESSE KILTS CHUB
SEE VIOLA SHALE
HISTORICALLY
GREENS CARESS
HEART SHOOT
AFT ACCOUNTABLE
NEE GOALS EMAIL
ARR EGRET TRAGED
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